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logic. The approach provides a functional programming paradigm with almost all the features of the 
logic programming paradigm. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Several proposals are currently pursuing the integration of predicative and functional languages to 
obtain a super-language with the features of both [Bellla86] which, on one hand is adequate to the 
need of intelligent applications and, on the other hand can efficiently be executed by a special-purpose 
machine [Moto-Oka82] .  In spite of the different mechanisms and constructs, predicative and 
functional languages have some features in common: both are applicatives, i.e. the language main 
consmact is application and computations are manipulations of values, and adequate for symbolic 
computations, i.e. symbolic data can be expressed and manipulated as values. Though substantially 
different in the techniques [Bellia86], all the current proposals are based on extensions and/or on 
merges of the mechanisms on which the two classes of languages are based. The resulting 
mechanisms provide the super-language with a programming paradigm which copes with almost all the 
features of both logic and functional programming. However, logic and functional features, even if 
present in the resulting super-language, cannot be equally made in use, and sometimes, combinations 
of them are obscure or meaningless. Moreover, the resulting language is not as simple, semantically 
clean and well machine supported as the original languages are. 
Common to the above mentioned proposals is that in order to combine logic with functional 
programming features, logical variables (i.e. existentially quantified variables) and functional 
expressions have to live together. We claim that logic programming features can be equally 
expressed in a purely functional programming paradigm, without changes on the basic mechanisms of 
functional languages, and without the introduction of any additional construct or mechanism, e.g. 
logical variables and, narrowing or unification. Inside this functional paradigm, logic programming as 
well as functional programming can be formulated by combinatory formulas for which promising 
realizations of  reduction machines are in progress [Berk l ing75 ,Clarke80 ,  Dar l ingtonS1,  
Kluge80,  Mago80] ,  and they could be the natural machine support for our super-language. 
Functional languages are potential super-languages in which logic and functional programming features 
can be combined in a natural and semantically cleanway. 
The approach is based on a combination of the computable function theory and of a set theory suitable 
for computations on sets of symbolic data. To each predicate, defined by a logic program (Horn clause 
theory), we univocally associate exactly one function of a class of retractions. The elements of the 
domain and image sets of the retractions are elements of a set theory (of symbolic data) which is build 
according to the structure of the terms of the Herbrand Universe. To each query in a logic program, we 
associate a purely functional expression. The expression is an application of the retractions which are 
associated to the predicates in the logic program, and its evaluation corresponds to the success set of 
the query in the logic program (i.e. set of all the instances of the query which can be deduced from the 
logic program). The nature of the correspondence between resolution of queries and computation of 
applications of retractions, the features and properties of  the class of retractions, which is here, 
associated to the set of plexficates, the structure of the set theory, which models domain and image sets 
of retractions, are the main topics of the present parer. Other related topics are functional programming 
with sets and the combination of logic and functional pl~grarnrning by using retractions to express 
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predicates and queries. 
Section 2 introduces the concept of retraction, relates it to the concept of relation (Definition 2.1) in the 
theory of coreputabili~ and then, to the concept of predicate in logic programming. The features and 
properties of the retracuons are formally stated by Propositions 2.1-2.6 mad their relevance to the logic 
programming concepts of program invertibflity and of partially evaluated data structures is briefly 
outlined and exemplified. In particular, Proposition 2.4 states a one-to-one correspondence between a 
subclass of the retractions on the computable parts of a domain D and the class of computable relations 
on D, or equally, when D is the Herbrand Universe and relations are expressed by Horn clause 
theories, the class of predicates. Section 3 concerns the treatment of logic programming predicates as 
retractions in functional programming and, the structure of the set theory whose elements form the 
domain and image sets of the retractions. To make the treatment more concrete, Section 3 introduces a 
functional language to express retractions, and the structure of the set theory is then, discused as the 
data domain of the language. The language is essentially Church's lambda calculus. Emphasis is 
placed on the language data domain operators, which are set operators: formal definitions and examples 
of the use are included. Sections 4 and 5 concern the relations between logical variables and herbrand 
terms of logic programming, on one side, and functional expressions, on the other. Then, Propositon 
4.1 states the existence of a function which maps (tuples of possibly non-ground) Herbrand terms into 
constant expressions,  i.e. the class of the language expressions which only contain data and 
applications of the data domain operators. Section 4 introduces the concept of most general instance of 
a pair of (tuples of) Herbrand terms and relates it to the concept of unification. Then, Proposition 5.1 
states a one-to-one correspondence between the computation of the most general instance of a pair of 
(tuples of) Herbrand terms and the application of.set intersection to the corresponding constant 
expressions. Section 6 compares logic programming with functional programming. It shows that, 
when retractions are used to characterize predicates, almost all the (programming) features of the logic 
paradigm are preserved in the functional programming paradigm and are straightforwardly combined 
with the functional ones. Section 7 contains concluding remarks and a brief comparison of our 
approach with some other proposals for the integration of logic and functional programming. 
Exception for Proposition 4.1, proofs are omitted, however they can be found in [Bellia86b]. 

2. RELATIONS AS SET RETRACTIONS. 
As is well known to each computable relation, RD, on a (non empty) space D = Dtx.. .xD,, we 
can associate a (computable) boolean function fR: D 4{0,1}, such that: 

(1) V x e  D, x e  RD¢:~ fR(x)= I 
The function fR is the characteristic function of the set denoted by R D . Note that, fR is a partially 
defined function, hence if x is not in RD, fR results 0 or is undefined. Furthermore, iY 
n = 1, D is not a product, and R D is degenerate. 
In a sense, fR reminds us of the concept of predicate, and it behaves as a predicate if {0,1} is 
interpreted as the truth domain. In order to extend functional with logic programming, some authors 
[Hs i ang83 ,  D e r s h o w i t z 8 4 ,  De r showi t z8$ ] ,  use a generalization of (1) which could be 
formulated by 

(2) V IX] e P(D), X _c R D ~ fR([X]) = true 
where P(D) is the power set of D, [X] is the element of P(D) which denotes the subset X c_ D, and 
fR is a function from P ~ )  to {true,false}. Then, in order to deal with fR, the functional language 
has to be extended to handle sets and functions from sets into values. -Anyway, (2) is not all the 
functional language needs in order to have all the logic programming features. Extensions on the 
language mechanisms (notably, narrowing and logical variables) have been added in order to give it the 
multi mode use ofrelatmns, 1.e. to answer queslaons like: for whmh x, fR(x)=true holds. 
We show that such additional mechanisms can be avoided by using a different characterization of 
relations• We introduce the following. 
Definiton 2,1 
Given a space D, let {FR} be the set of all the functions, F m which (3) associates to the set of all 
computable relations RnSn D: 

(3) V [X] e P(D), FR([X] ) = [X ¢~ RD] 
F R : P(D) --> P(D) is a set function, mapping sets into sets. O 

Note that, given Rr~, (3) uniquely determines one F R. We say that FI~ is the representative 
(according to (3)) ol~RD . To eharacterize relations on-D in terms of functmns, (3) uses a class of 
functions deemed in the more complex space P(D). 
{F R } is a class of well known functions. It is a class of retractions, or idempotent functions. 
Pr6position 2~1 
V F R : P ( D ) ~ P ( D ) e  {FR} , F R isaretraefionofP(D). O 

Retractions on sets are widely used in topology, and were used in [Scott76] to model data types in 
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programming languages. The image set of a retraction is called its retract. A retraction with retract U 
is called a retract on U. 
Proposition 2.2 
V F R : P(D) --~ P(D) E {FR}, F R is a retract on P([RI>] ). O 

Note that, the elements of P(D) are partially ordered by set inclusion, ~ ,  on D. Later on, we will use 
___ to denote both the set inclusion on the subsets of D and the ordering relation on the elements of 
P(D), i.e. if X ___ Y then, [X] ___ [Y] in P(D). 
{FR} is aproper  subclass of the retractions, as immediately follows from Proposition 2.3. 
Pr6position 2.3 
V F R : P(D) ---) P(D) ~ {FR}, V [X] ~ P(D), FR([X]) ~ [X] O 

Constant functions are examples of retractions which are not in {FR} (unless D has cardinality 1). Fog 
example, let D be the cartesian product DIxD2, where Dl={a,b] and D2={c,d}, then P(D) contains 2 '~ 
elements, for instance [ { <a,c> } ], [ { <b,c>,<b,d>} ] are elements of P(D). The function f such that: 

V X ~ P(D), f (X) = [{<a,c>}] 
is a retraction of P(D) but does not satisfy Proposition 2.3, and is not a member of {FR}. Thus, we 
say that there are no relations on D for which f is the representative. In contrast, the ftinction g such 
that: 

[{<a,c>}] if X contains <a,c> but does not contain <a,d> 
g([X]) = [{ <a,d> } ] if  X contains <a,d> but does not contain <a,c> 

[ { <a,c>,<a,d> } ] if X contains both <a,c> and <a,d> 
[{ }] otherwise (i.e. X neither contains <a,c> nor <a,d>) 

is a retraction of P(D). g satisfies Proposition 2.3 and is the member of {FR} that (3) associates to 
the relation R={<a,c>,<a,d>}. Furthermore, according to Proposition 2.2, g is a retraction on P(R). 
Note that, though each function f in {Fr~ } satisfies both Propositions 2.1 and 2.3, the converse does 
not hold, i.e. a function which satisfies b~Sth the above propositons is not necessarily the representative 
of some relation. For example, consider the following function g': 

[{<a,c>}] i fX  contains <a,c> 
g'([X]) =[{<a,d>}] if X = {<a,d>} 

[{ 11 otherwise 

g' is a retraction of P(D) and satisfies Proposition 2.3. However, Proposition 2.2 does not hold for 
any R . In particular, note that for R above, 

~;([X]) ¢ [Xn RI for each X which has {<a,d>} as a proper subset. 
A comparison of g' and g shows that g' is less defined than g, i.e. g'= g' o g = g o g' [Scott76] ( o 
is function composition), or: V X e P(D),  g'(X) defined on X implies g'(X) c_ g00.  
Definition 2.2 
Given a retraction F R with retract U c_ P(D), we define as union set of F R the subset R of D such 
that: R = { x e u l [ f i ] e U }  O 

Note that the union set of each retraction, F R e {FR}, is (the set of points of) the relation R D of which 
the retraction is the representative. 
Proposition 2.4 
V f : P(D) -4 P(D) 

f e {Fgl } iff f is the greatest retraction which has union set R, for a subset R of D, 
and satisfies Proposition 2:3. O 

Proposition 2.4 completely characterizes the class {F~ } of retractions of P(D). Moreover, it shows 
how to formulate questions about the behaviour of a relation, in terms of function applications. As an 
example, let us consider the function fo_ which (3) associates to the relation app, defined as the 
least relation which satisfies the followiff~gaxioms (expressed in Hecn clause logic): 
(4) app (NIL,y,y) ~ - .  app(p.x, y, p.z) ~-- app(x, y, z ) .  

f a~  is a function of P(D) ---> P(D), where D is the cartesian product List x List x List for some space 
. W e  can assume List to be the space of all the lists of naturals, p to be a variable on naturals and 

x,y,z to be variables on List. Let ListxI~Listr~l.g_l~ be the e lement  o f  P(D) which denotes the subset 
of List x List x List which contains all the triples <u,v ,w>  such that u is  any list, v is  any list whose 
car is the natural K and w is any list whose car is the natural H and whose cadr is the natural K, i.e. 
ListxK.LIstxKK.List=[{<U,V,W>Iv=K.v',w=H.K.w', u,v,w~List}]. Then the application: 

(5) fan,a (ListxK.ListxH.1CList) 
computes-th~ element of P(D) which denotes the subset of List x List x List which is the greatest subset 
of ListxKlastxH.K.List and contains all the triples which make valid in (4) the following query: 
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(6) app(x, K.y, H.K.z) 
where x, y, and z arc logical variables which range over List, and H and K are the above defined 
constants. 
A comparison of (5) and (6) shows that the application in (5) corresponds to the query in (6) and, the 
value ListxK.ListxH.K.List in (5) corresponds to the triple of Herbrand terms in (6). However, 
ListxK.ListxH.K.List is merely notation, we will define in Section 3 a structure of sets which allows us to 
constructively express such values. Moreover, in Section 4 to each tuple of Herbrand terms, T, we 
associate a value (a constant expression), E, such that if f is the retraction that (3) associates to the 
relation which is the minimal model of a predicate R in a (Horn clause) logic theory, then f(E) 
computes the element of P(D) which denotes the set of all the values in D which make valid R(T) in the 
theory. 
Finally, if our sets are equipped with suitable operators for product and projection, Proposition 2.4 
models in a functional programming paradigm the program invertibility feature of predicative 
languages. For instance, the set of lists to which the variable x in (6) can be instantiated to make valid 
(6) in (4), can be obtained from (5) by the projection of fapp (Li~txK_Listra4.K.Lis0 on the first componcnt 
of the cartesian product List x List x List. 
Though {FR} is only a sub-class of the retracts, it is closed under function composition. Thus, the 
following pf6positions hold. 
Proposition 2.5 
V f ,  g : P(D) -->P(D) e {FR}, fo g ,  g of  e {FR} (~ 

Proposition 2,6 
V f ,  g : P ( D ) - ~ P ( D ) e  {FR}, f o g  = g o f  (~ 

In contrast to Proposition2.5, Proposition 2.6 does not hold for the entire class of the retractions. It 
says that, from a denotafional point of view, the ordering on the composition of functions in {FR} is 
unessential. Obviously, that is not true when operational semantics is considered. Operation-/tlly, 
Proposition 2.6 allows to model in a functional paradigm the declarative (absence of control) fea0are of 
predicative languages. 

3. A FUNCTIONAL LANGUAGE TO EXPRESS {FR}. 
Our treatment will be discussed in a first order functional language. The language is essentially Lambda 
calculus restricted to fn'st order. Lamb& calculus is here used as theabstractfunctionat language where 
the concepts of set and of retraction are stated in a clean and simple way. 
The language alphabet is a quadruple A=<D,Vr~,P,Vn> where D is the set of the language data, P is the 
set of the language primitive operators, Vr~ and-V n age denumerable set of variables ranging over D and 
fu'st order functions on D, respectively. The language expressions are all the closed forms which can 
be built starting from D plus P, and by )~.-abstraction and application of the fixed point operator, Y 
[Milner72]. Each expression has meaning according to a, ]3, Y reductions, and to the semantics of 
the primitive operators. Programs are expressions. 
The formal definition of the language syntax and semantics is deferred to Apendix I, while an example 
of the definition and of the evaluation of a program is reported below. Next Section is devoted to the 
definition of the structure of  the language domain, i.e. D+P. In principle, the quadruple A could be 
arbitrarily set giving origin to several (first order) languages which essentially differ in the language 
data domain. The structure of the data domain is a relevant point of our construction because it 
characterizes the structure of the sets which we use to compute with retractions. 

EXAMPLE 3.1. 
Let us consider the following program in the extended syntax 

fl  (x)= x+y where l=y ; 
f2(x,y)= fl(x)+y ; 
7 * x where f2(2,3)= x. 

It corresponds to the expression: 
((X,x.7 * x)((Lx y,(O~x.((Xy, x+y) 1)) x) + y) 2 3)) 

which is a closed form and evaluates to 
7 * ( ( ~  y.((Lx.((~y, x+y) 1)) x) + y) 2 3) 
7 * ((Lx Y.(()W, x+y) 1) + y) 2 3) 
7 * ((Xx y. (x+l)+ y) 2 3) 
7 * ((2+1)+ 3) 

3.1. THE VALUES DOMAIN: HUe*. 
Because of the complete separation between values domain and functions domain, we can freely enrich 
the language with the defmition of its set of values, D, and of the set of operators on them, P. As 
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pointed out in the language definition, these operators will be primitive operators for the language, and 
expressions which contain occurrences of these operators will be reduced by ~ ~, and Y redactions 
and, if needs, according to the semantics of the operators. 
To model predicates (of Horn clause logic) by retractions, in the choice o l D  we can limit ourselves to 
relations on D's which are (cartesian) powers of the Herbrand Universe, HU.. 
We briefly recall that HU o the Herbrand Universe built from C = {_Qiik} (fi~im set of constructors C ii 
of arity k, such that C includes at least one constructor of arity 0), is th~ minimum set of terms which 
satisfies both: 

VC__![e C, V t  I ..... t k e HU e , _C~(t t ..... tk) e HU e 

Given HUe., we define HUe* be. the (infinite) union of the parts of the (finite cartesian) powers of 
HU.,  i.e. FIU~- = U~,~ P(HU}). 
De~nifion 3.1 ~HU~*)' . . . .  
V i E  N+, let HUTi= {<t 1 ..... t i>l t 1 ..... t i e  HUe u { ~ } }  ( i- tuples) ,  
then HU_- is the minimal set of vklues whicfi satisfie~ both: 
- I e t  HIffF= t_)iE N HUFi,  H U F c H U e *  (finite sets of i-tuples), 
- let HUm = u i¢  ~ HUe 9 ,  HU~0 c .HLr~" (infinite sets of i-tuples), 
where: + HUE,= kJ:e~ (HUTi) . 

+ (HUf i).0 ~ ,~1 
(HUTi).J= (HUTi) oX (HUT~)j'~= {t, ot 2 ~ h ~  HUT~, t2~ (UUT~)oi-~ } 

+ HU0) i = { Sup{t J} }, being {t]}. a set o f  members of HUFi, snch that: 
-Vie N, t J e  (HUTi).J. and, . .  
- 3 t ~  HUT: suchthat t J = t * t  J-~ 

1 . 

+ <_> and * are the tupling and set-constructor operator, respectively. O 

Though the s,t~cture of HUe* depends on the properties of < > and *,  we can see that HUc* is a 
family, {HUi }, indexed by ihe classes oftupling, HUT i. Moreover, each HUi* contains: 
- all the i-tuples of elements of HU i e HUT., 

. , C ~ " * , 1  . . 

- all the values obtained by (irately many apphcataons of * to i-tuples, i.e. HUE., and 
- all the values which are computed by infinitely many applications of • to i-ttrpies and can be 

obtained as limit of values of HUFi, i.e. HUto i. 

EXAMPLE 3.2. 
Let _0 and S in C={0,S_} be constructors of arity 0 and 1 respectively, then: 
- D ,S(0) ,S (S(0) )  ~ HUe 
- <9~o>, <D,S(0)>, <~,S(S(0~)> ~ HUT 2 
- < ! 2 , 0 > ,  < 0 , 0 > - < D , S ( 0 ) > ,  ( < 0 , 0 > * < ] ) , S f 0 ) > ) . < 0 , S ( S ( 0 ) ) >  E HUFa 
- the infinite sequence (...((< ~ ,  0 > * < 0 ,  S(0) >) * < _0, S(S(0)) >) *~.~,; < 0_, SK(0)~>) .... 

computes an element of HU0~ 2 (S~(0) stands for k S's followed by 0_). 

Definition 3.2 ( < > )  
Technically, <_> is a family of operators, each one indexed by its arity (any po~tive integer). It is a 
function I ~ .  e x_.x HUc --~ HUTi,  it computes the minimal congruence on HU e" which satisfies the 
following axaom: 
V t I ..... t k, tl ' , . . . ,t k' E HU,  

<t 1 ..... tk> = < tl',...,tk> i f f 'V  i~  [l,k], tm'--ti= t i 'o 
or t n = O,  for some pair n, m in [l&] O 

Notational remark (bottom element, <o,...,o>, 1-tuple element,<t>) 
In the following, we will use the notation O for <tp..,~,..,tk>. Though this use is not technically 
correct (because o is an element of HUT 1, and we should use <--~,...,~>E HUTK) , it equally expresses 
the theoretical meaning of the above axior~ 
Another notational freedom is the use of t for the 1-tuple <t>. 
Definition 3.3 ( . ,  set;consmactor~ • • 
It is a function HU.-  x...x HU_~ ---) HU_ , it computes the minimal congruence on HU e which 
saUsfies the following axaoms: 
(1-idempotent) t • t = t 
(2-commutative) t 1 * t 2 =I  2 -  t 1 
(3-associative) (tl * [2) * t3 = tl  "(t2 * t3) 
(4-zero) t * ~ = t  
(5-continuous) t • Sup{tJ} = Sup{t  * tJ} <> 
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The definition of • completes the definition of the structure of the language values domain. The 
elements of HUc* result to be a model for subsets of the powers of HUe: O represents the empty set, 
• represents (possibly infinite but computable) set union, and f'mally, elements of HUT i, HUF i, HUc0 i 
represent singleton, f'mite and infinite (computable) sets of i-tuples of values in HU e, res!fectively. " 
The dements of HU c" are partially ordered by the relation c ,  defined as follows_ 
Definition 3.4 ( ~ ) 
Let x and y be elements of HU~*, then 

x ~ y iff x,y e HUI* ~ r  some i e N  and, 
either:, both are elements of HUF i and 3 we HUF i such that y = w • x ,  
or: y is element of I-IUro~ and, assumed x = Sup{x i} and y = Sup{yJ}, 

V x i e {xi], 3 yJ e {yt} such that x i ~ yJ O 

EXAMPLE 3.3. 
Let us consider the C of Example 3.2, and let us define: f(x) = x • f(~(x)). It is easy to note that f is 
not in {F~, } and is not a retraction. However it is a computable function and can be expressed in our 
language'." In particular, fC0_) computes the sequence O * S(0) • S(S(0)) *.... sk(0) ,... which is an 
element of HUm 1. 

Note that V x e HUc*, o c_ x. Furthermore, c is a well-founded ordering on the elements of 
HUF. 

3.2. O P E R A T O R S  ON HU e . 
Although the values domain is completely defined, we need some additional operators. Actuary, the 
elements of HUo~ can be expressed in the language by expressions which enumerate all the finite 
approximations (as was the case for if_Q) in the example 3.3). HUm contains a class of dements which 
can be expressed without the use of limit operations. This class is sub-class of the recursive sets of 
tuples of HU c. Moreover, we will see that elements of this class are in correspondence with tuples of 
Herbrand terms. We enrich the set of operators on HU c" in order to express the elements of this class 
in a way suitable to define this correspondence. 

3.2.1. Cons t ruc to r s  a n d  inverses.  
We associate to each k-arityconstructor C__ik, a 2-arity function (operator) ciu which, applied to an 
index i and a tupl~ u of HUe',  behaves like ~-Alc, i f i = l  and u is an element of IffUT~, i.e. u denotes a 
singleton of HU. , otherwise it computes the eTement which denotes the set obtainex] by applying Ci,. 
to the k-subtuple~at the position i of each member of the set denoted by u. Formally, eik is defined b"-} 
the following: 
Definition 3.5 ( elk, extension of constructors). 
Let C__Cik be a constructor of arity k # 0. Then ci k is a function N + x HU c -4 HUe • It 
computes the minimal congruence which satisfies the following axioms: 

eik.(J,<t, 1 ... tn, > ) = ~  iff n > k+ j - l_  and th = o for some h e  [1, n] 
ci k ( j , < t  t, ,t i 1,tl', , tk ' , t l ,  1, , t n > ) =  <tt, ,t- , C  ~ . . . .  ~"" .~-- ~ ;': - - -  :'" ..~ . - "'" j-1 ~ (tl" .... tk'),tj+l ..... tn> 
e lk(J , t l  tg) .=Clk(J ,  t ~ ' e l k ( . J ,  t 2 )  
Cik(J , S u p ~ t ~ } ) = S u p  {-Cik(J,tl)} (}  

Thus, for each u e HUk+h* (i.e. for each set of dements of the power of order k+h), ci~ (j,u), such 
that h > j - l ,  computes %tie element of HUh+l" (i..e. the set of elements of the power of-order h+l)  
obtained by applying C__ji k to the projection on H U  k of the j,...,j+k-1 components of  each member in 
the set denoted by u. Though not explicitely giveia by the above axioms, eik(J,u ) will be considered 
undefined, if u is such that for no h > j - l ,  ue HUk+h ~ (i.e #u < k+j-1). 
Property 3.1 
- For each constructor function: eik$ o eik # ci k o eikL. 
- Moreover, for each u, cik$ (j,u) <<u. (~ 

The functions eik and eik.L extend to (sets of) tuples of terms the operations of term construction and 
subterm selection. 
Notational remark. (elk(u)) 
eik(1,u) (resp. elks (1,u)) will also be denoted by Cik(u ) (resp. elks (u)) if #u = k. 

3.2.2. Car tes ian  p roduc t  ® ®. 
The cartesian product allows to co~apute the product of dements of HUe*. Technically, it is a family 
of operators, indexed by the arity ~tny natural). It is a function 
HUil-X...x HU6~--~ HUll + +in ~ , 
it computes the tmhimal c o n ~ r i c e  which satisfies the following axioms: 
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(l-associative) ®t I ..... t;.1, @tl', .... tk'®, t; . . . . . . .  t .®  = ®t  I ..... t; , , t , ' ,  .... tk',t~+l ..... tn® 
(2-singleton) ®t 1 ..... tnS~ =,,< t 1 ..... tn> J~t~f 9 i~  [1,n], t i E J ~ T 1  
(3-finite set) @t I ..... t~' • t i ...... tn@ = ®t 1 ..... t.' ..... tn.@ * ®t ...... t:" ..... tn® 
(4-continuous) @tl ..... S~up{tJ}i ..... tn@ = S u p { ~ t l  ..... iJ ..... t n~}  ~,  

Carteslan product is powerful enough to express the element OfHU c which denotes the set (contmmng 
all the terms of) HU~. As a matter of fact, let C be the following set of constructors 
C = {C_Q~I ..... .C~, C l l  ..... if,.% ..... CI~ ..... Cnk} then 

~: y ~  el 0 *..~.o end0 * cl~(~) *..."~nl(/~ ) "...* elk(®7~ ..... x®) *...* enk(®~ ..... ~®) 
r~ is a constant function. Since Y is the fixed-point operator, rc computes the element of HU I" 
which contains all the terms in HU c. In expressing predicates and queries through retractions and 
functional applications, x will be used as a constant expression which models unbound (logical) 
variables. 7t is the topelement of the elements of HUI*, hence the following property holds. 
Property. 3.2 

V Ci k e C, Cik$ (X) = 7~ 
- -  .1. * V n~-N , ®~ ..... rc®e HU_ (where ® ® has arity n) 

V ne N , V ue HU n , u c ®E ..... 7~® 

Finally, note that to each function f_ of arity n which maps from HU,.,* x...x HU,_* onto HU * 
can associate a function gl ofarity ~'whichmapsHU~l.  ~ , ~ *  onto ~d~*  such~at :  k ,we 

V xt  ..... x n ,  - fn(xl ..... xn) = gl(@Xl, . . . '~i i~)- .  

3.2.3 Projec t ion  Pr. 
The projection operator allows us to move from (elements of) cartesian products to (elements of) 
subproducts. It is a function N + x N + x HU c" --+ HUe ' ,  it computes the minimal congruence which 
satisfies the following axioms: 
(1-singleton) P r  (j,k, <t 1 ..... t'""'tk+" 1 ..... tn>) = <t','",tk+" "> iff V he [1,n], th~ 

P r  (j,k, <t t ..... ~ ..... tn~ j = ~ iff { > tt:~]-t 
(2-fmlte set) P r  (j,k, t I * r o ).= Pr  0,k, t 1 ) * P r  (j~, t 2 ) 
(3-continuous) P r  (j,k, S u p [ t  l}) = Sup { P r  (j,k, t ~)} O 

As is the case for functions Cil~ in the following Pr  (j,k, u) will be considered undefined if u is such 
that for no h ->j-l,  u e HUk+ h 
EXAMPLE 3.6. 
Let C.C~I, ~ be two constructors of arity 0 and C_!2 be a constructor of arity 2: 

Pr  (2,1, e125 (2, ® r~, cl 2 (ct0,  C20) ®) ) = < _ ~ ,  C_~>.  

Pr  inherits from set theory the following property. 
Property 3.3 • 
V te H U k ~  V tl ..... tke HU 1 , such that ti = Pr(i,1, t) then t ___ Pr(@tt ..... tk®). O 

3.2.4. In jec t ion  In.  
The injection operator allows us to lift on the order of cartesian products. It is a function 
N + x HU 1 -~ HU~ , it computes the mmlmal congruence which salasfies the following axmms: 
(1-singletbn: t e H~T~ = HU_ ~ {~}) 

In  (i -t) = <t~, ,t.> such that V h e [l,i], t~ = t 
• ' 1 " "  I n 

(2~fm~te set) In  (i, t~ • tg) = In  (i, t~) * In ( i , tg)  
(3-continuous) In  ( i ,Sup [ t J} )  = Sup-{In (i,tJ)}" O 

Note that Injection is only defined on sets containing 1-tuples. Roughly speaking, this function allows 
to compute the elements of HUe* which denote sets containing only elements of the form <x,...,x>, 
where x is an dement  of HU e. 
EXAMPLE 3.7. 
Let x.x be the following constant function: 
x.x: X. In  (2 ,  r~ ) .  
Members of x.x are all the pairs of the form <at, x> such that x is a member of g (i.e. xe HUe)" 

In expressing predicates and queries through relractions and functional applications, injection allows to 
model constraints which in logic programming are expressed by the multiple occurrence of variables in 
the formulas. For instance in the atomic formula P(x,S(x)), the multiple occurrence of  x constrains 
both the arguments of the predicate P, and S(2,in(2,~)) expresses the set of  all the terms (of the 
Herbrand Universe) which satisfy such constraints (see Section 4). 
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3.2.5. Permuta t ion  Pc. 
It is a function of N k x HUk* ---) HUk*. Technically, it is an i-indexed family of operators (one for 
each class of tupling). N k -is the fimte space containing all the permutations of the integers in the 
natural interval [1, k]. 
Pe computes the minimal congruence which satisfies the following axioms: 
(1-singleton) Pe (nl...n k, <t 1 ..... tk>) = <In 1 ..... tnk> 
(2-finite set) Pe (n:r..~n,., t ,  * V, ). = Pe (n,,...~t., t~-) * Pe (n. 1. ...~, I, 2) 
(3-continuous) Pe (nl...n k, ~up~tJ}) = Sup {'lie [£1...nk, tJf} O 

Notation remark (n!, n!(i)) 
In the following we will denote by n! a permutation of the first n integers, and by n!(i) the i-th 
integer of that permutation. 

EXAMPLE 3.8. 
Let x.y.x be the following constant function: 
x.y.x: Pe (1 3 2, ® In (2,x), 7t ®) .  
Members of x.y.x are all the 3-mples of the form <x,y,x> such that the first and third components 
are equal (and, possibly, different from the second one), and x, y range over all the elements of HU e 

4. HERBRAND TERMS AS MEMBERS OF HUe*. 
We interpret (ground and non-ground) Herbrand terms as expressions which denote sets. We recall 
that Herbrand terms are built exactly as the elements of HUe, starting from a set {.Cjk}u{x}, where 
{x} is a denumerable set of (logical) variable symbols. 
A Herbrand term, h, on a Universe HUe, denotes the subset ofHU e containing all the ground instances 
of h. All these set,s are re.cursive sets find, being the set of all (cohapu, table) subsets of HU e contained 
in HUe. (i.e. HUt cHUe ), Herbrand terms denote elements ofHU~.  Moreover, being computable 
the sef denoted by a telCm h, methods to enumerate all the grounffinstances of h are well known. 
General algorithms which, given h, enumerates all its ground instances could easily be defined. 
However, our main interest is to associate to each h its denotation in HUe* which, in case of need, 
enumerates all the ground instances of h. 
Definition 4.!  (constant expressions) 
1- 0-afity constructors and <_> applied to 0-arity constructors, are constant expressions; 
2- ~ and n are constant expressions; 
3-If  E1,.y,E n are n constant expressions then E 1 o...~,E n and ®E 1 ..... En® are constant 

expressions; 
4-ff  E is a constant expression then In(k,E), eikfj,E), cikSfj,E), Pr(i,j,E), Pe(n!,E) are constant 

expressions; 
I-5 are the only constant expressions. 0 

Note that, constant expressions are expressions which do not contain variables and are not infinite 
applications of -. 
Proposition 4.1 
There exists a function rl which associates to each tuplc H= hl,...,h n of Herbrand Terms a constant 
expression E on HUn,  containing only occurrences of the function ~ and of 0-arity constructors, and 
applications of the operators Cik, ®_®, In, and Pe. H and E denote the same subset of the cartesian 
product of  order n. O 

A constructive proof is reported in Appendix II: We define a function which maps tuple of Herbrand 
terms into constant expressions, and we show that it satisfies the proposition. Examples of this fact are 
the definition of ~ itself (see Example 3.5) which has the same denotation of the single variable term, 
e.g. x, the definition of x.x (see Example 3.7) which has the same denotation of the pair of terms x.x, 
and the definition of x.y.x (see Example 3.8) which has the same denotation of the triple x_,y..~. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. 
If C= {.C~,.C~,__C3 } is the constructor set in HUe* a n d ~  x ~ ,  x_ is a pair of Herbrand term, 
then, accbrdlng to the definition of the function I1, as is g~ven an Appendix I, rl(.Co(x.C,~C,,,fx.v)), x) 
is computed as follows: " ~' " 

by B, e a ( 1 , r l ~ . , . V . ) _ . , . ~  ) 
by B, e~(1, e2(3_,CL(x.=C~x.y,x))) 
by Aii, e3(1, e2(3,Pe(l~ 2 5 3 ,  ®In(3,~), _C~, ~®))). 

In predicative languages, unification is used to compare two (or more) Herbrand Terms. Unificaton 
computes the Mgu, if any, or fails. Under our interpretation of Hab,-~,acl Terms, the following 
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proposition holds. 
Proposition 4.2 
Let H = hl,...,h n be a tuple of Herbrand terms, for each instanfiafionfunction 0 : 

rl(H'O-) ~ 11(H) [or simply, H'O ___ HI 

EXAMPLE 4.2. 
The function O such that 0(.~) = _C.o and ~a(y_) = C2 C~,_C_o~ i s a ground instantiation function for the 
tuple in Example 4.t:  C C _ ~ x . v )  ) .  x YO - ~ C 2 L _ C 0 ~ 2 ~ .  
This tuple, under our ~ int~rpfeta-tion of Her~rffnd~tCrm~g, ~er~otCs the~(singleton set) 
<e3 C(_C_o,_Co,~ C(_C_o,c.z C(_Co, C__~))), C_Co>, and is such that: 
• <c3~, . .~,c2~.~2,c2.~Q))) ,_~> c e3(l,c2(3,Pe(1 4 2 5 3, ®In(3,;x),__C.C@ ~®))), 
oecause ~ c z anct c2 ~_D_~) c re. 

Proposition 4.2 means that the set of all the terms which are instances of a term H defines a class of 
subsets of the set denoted by H. Note that, this class does not necessarily coincide with the entire 
class of all the subsets of the set denoted by the term. As an example, consider the single variable 
Herbrand term _x in the Universe of Example 4.2., _C~ect(_.Co) denotes a subset of rl x(_~, but for no 
instantiarion function O, x_'O= {C_.0,C_~ C ~ } .  The class of aql ~e  subsets obtained by instantiation of a 
term H is included in the class df air the subsets of the set denoted by H. However, Proposition 4.3 
shows that this class is a rich class. 
Proposition 4.3 
If H= hl,...,h_ and H'=hl',...,h_' are two tuples of Herbrand terms, then: 

rl-(H'O 3 = Sup{t~ HUc~I t c_ r I (H), t _ rl (H') } , 
assuming O (to exist and) to be the Mgu of (p(h 1 ..... hn) and (P(hl',...,hn'), where ~p is a dummy 
constructor (or predicate). ,~ 

Proposition 4.3 tell us that the most general instance, Mgi, of two terms is the Superior of all the 
subsets which are obtained by instances of the terms under unification functions. Moreover, this set 
coincides with the Superior of alI the subsets of both terms. Again, Propositon 4.3 allows us to 
compute the most general instance of two He,brand terms as the Superior of an ascending chain of 
finite applications of • to the elements of HU c- whichcorrespond to instances of the Herbrand terms 
under the ground unification functions. 
Proposition 4.3 is of no use in resolving clausal theories, because clauses contain logical variables, 
and we are mainly interested in the function 6 which computes also the variable bindings. In contrast, 
because of our interpretation of Herbrand terms (i.e. expressions which denote sets), variables 
occurring in a Herbrand term are considered to stand for (possibly different invocations of) ~z or 
Injection of re, then only the most general instance is of interest and 0 can be ignored. 
Finally, note that the right hand side of the formula in Proposition 4.3 is a formulation of set 
intersection suitable for the sets denoted by the elements of HUe*. We will use this fact in the 
following Section 5. 
We have seen that to each Herbrand term, rl associates a constant expression in our language. 
Moreover, note that several functions I"1 exist, due to the fact that infinite congruent constant 
expressions exist. As a matter of fact, note that r u e  HUk*,V v~ HUe* : Pr(1,k, ®u,v®) = u. 

5. THE OPERATOR Intset. 
The previous Section shows how Herbrand terms can be exp, re ssed in a functional way, and suggests 
the use of a language operator to compare elements of t tU c (possibly, constant expressions) and to 
compute set intersections. With this aim, we introduce the function Intset. 
It is a function HUi x HU i --~ HU i , it computes the minimal congruence which satisfies the 
following axioms: 
(I-idempoten0 Intset  ( t ,  t ) = t 
(2-commutative) Intset  ( h ,  t2) = Intset  (tT_ , t O 
(3-associative) Intset  (I-ntset ( h ,  t2), t33 =In tse t  ( h ,  Intset 02,  t3)) 
(4-zero) Intset (t ,  o) = o 
(5-finiteset) I n t s e t  ( h ,  t 2 ) - t  iff t l = t * t  1'~ h = t * t  2' and I n t s e t ( t f , t 2 ' ) = o  
(6-continuous) Intset  (t~ SUl~{tJ}) = Sup flntset  (f, tJ) - 

Intset behaves like set-intersection on the elements of HUe*. It satisfies Proposition 4.3. 
Proposition ~ A  
V h ,  t2~ HUc • Intset ( t l ,  tz) = Sup{t~ H U l l  t ~ h ,  t ~ t2} O 

Note that Propositon 5.1 means that the Mgi of Herbrand terms corresponds to set intersection clef'meal 
by Intset  on the constant expressions that rl associates to Herbrand terms. As in the case of the 
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• - • . * * 

prevxous operators, Intset  (u,v) will be considered undefined if ue HU i and ve  HU j and i~j.In all 
the other cases, Intset  (u,v) is defined and the following property holds. " 
Property 5.1 
Let H ,  H' be any pair of i-tuples of Herbrand terms, then 

" q ( H ' ~ )  , f f ~  e x i s t s  

In t se t  ('q(H),~I(H')) = 
, otherwise 

assuming that O is the Mgu of  ~p0a 1 ..... hn) and 9(hl',...,hn'), where 9 is a dummy constructor (or 
predicate). 

EXAMPLE 5.1. 
Let C be ~ e  set of constructors {0,S}, such that 0 has arity 0 and S has arity 1, then 

In tse t  (TI(S(0)), firS(0))) = In t se t  (SC0_), S 0(_Q)) = S(£) 
In tse t  (r1(93, lq(S(0))) = In tse t  (.(/, S(9.)) = 
In t se t  (rl x(_~Z), ~](x.x)) = In t se t  (®~,~®,  In(2,g)) = ~l(x_~ = In(2,~) 

6. L O G I C  P R O G R A M M I N G ,  R E L A T I O N S  AND FUNCTIONS.  
The Horn clause theory (logic program [Kowalski74]) 

(7) ADD(x,0,x) <--- .  ADDfx.S(y).S(z)) ~ ADD(x,y,z). 
has a minimal model, which is the set of all the triples of the relation: 

(8) ADD = {<x,y,z>l xe HU, y=0, x=z]u{<x,S(y),S(z)>l <x,y,z>eADD} 
Thus, reasoning about the minimal model of the theory (7) is the same as reasoning about the relation 
(expressed by) (8)• However, (8) is an axiomatic theory, even i f  it differs from (7) because it is not in 
Horn clause form, contains just one axiom, and uses set operators. Apart from syntax, (8) is a 
SuperLOGLISP [Robinson82] definition of ADD. In both theories, to "compute an instance" of 
ADD, we have to handle all the variables as logical variables. Now, consider the following expression 
in our language: 

FADD(W) = u • v where Intset (w,  Pc(1 3 2, ®In(2,  ~),_0~)) = u, 
(9) S(2,S(3, FAr~r~(w3) ) = v ,  

where S$(2,-$2(3,z)) = w,  Intset(w,S(2,S(3,  ®~t,g,z®))) = z 
It defines a functaon from HU~ to HU~ which is aretractaon. To see that FAr~n is a retracUon, note 
that for each w it computes u-o v .  u i~ the result of Intset(w, Pc(13 2. ® I n ( ~ , L ) ~ ) )  then u c_ w. 
Moreover, v is the result of S(2,S(3,FADo(S$(2,S~(3,z))))), where z is such that z c w and z denotes 
the subset of the triples in w which-li-a~e the form <s_,S(p),S(q)>. Examine that expression. Its 
sub-expression S$(2~S$(3,z)) removes one S from the second and the third component of each triple 
in (the set denoted by) z, then FADr~ is recursively applied to that value (note that, z<<w), and finally 
one S is put back in the second an~t third component of each triple. Thus, by structural induction on 
(< ,  we see that: S(2,S(3,FADr~(S$(2,S$(3,z)))) ) c w .  
Note also, that FAO D satisfies Proposition 2.4. In fact, for each t 1 and h (since Intset(q*tg,  t)= 
Intset( t l , t  ) • Intsef(t  2't)), FADD(t 1 * t2) -- FAD (t 1) " F  (t 2).. -- - -- 
Moreover, we can show that FAD D computes ~ e  ~qataon k~5~, ~.e. ~ts union set (see Definition 2.2) is 
ADD. In fact, each triple of ~-otind Herbrand terms tl,t2,t 3 such that ADD(tl,t2,t3) is an instance of 
ADD(x,0,x) ,  is not an instance of ADD(x.S(y).S(z)) and, because of  Proposilaon 5.1 and Pe(l 3 2, 
®In(2, re),0®) = rt(x,0,x), is such that: 

Intset ( r l ( t l , t2 , t3) ,  Pc(1 3 2, ®In(2 ,  ~),0~)) = rl(tl,t2,t3) then, u=rl(h,tg,t~) and v=~. 
Furthermore, each tripqe tl,t2,t 3 such that ADD(tl,t2,t3) is an instance of ADD(x,s~v~.s(z)), is not an 
instance of ADD(x,0,x) and is such that: 

Intset(rl(h,t2,ts),  S(2,S(3, ®r~,rqr~®))) = "q(t l ,b,h) .  
Therefore u=~, affd ~,--ql(tl,t2,t3) iff FADD(S$(2,S$(3,~I(il,t2,tQ))) = S$(2,S$(3, rl(tl,V2,t3))) , i.e. 
ADD(x,y,z)  is satisfied for x bbund to hSe term tl,  and for ~ an~ z_, respectively bound to t~ and ta, 
reduced of the first occurrence of S. - - 
All  the above considerations allows us to conclude that FAD,-,, when applied to each element w of 
HUa , computes the element of HUa which denotes the set o/Call the triples <x,y,z> m w which are 
also-in the relation ADD. Moreove?, there is a correspondence between the two members of the set 
union in (8) and the two clauses in (7) on one side, and the sub-expressions of FADD: 
- Intset(w,  Pc(1 3 2, ®In(2 ,  ~),0®)) = u, 
- S(2,S(3, FADD(W')) ) = v where S$(2,S$(3,z)) = w', Intset(w,S(2,S(3, @r~,x,x®))) = z, 
respectively, on the other side. According to this etrrrespondenee, we can associate to the query: 

~-- ADD(hl,h2,h3) 
where h],h2,h 3 is any triple of (possibly non ground) Herbrand terms, the application: 

FAD (11(hl,h2,h3)). • . . 
It computes ~ e  element of HU 3 which denotes the set of  all the ground instances of hl,h2,h 3 which 
makes valid the query in the theory (7). For instance, consider the query ~-ADD(O.S~OI.z), which 
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corresponds to the application FADD(TI(O,S(O),z)) , i.e. FADD(®0_,S 0(.0.),7~® ). Then the expression 
FAr~r~(®0,S(.0_),g® ) evaluates to <!~S(0),S(0)>. 
#/s'ifthe~ase for SuperLOGLISP, our expressions are always deterministic. The nondeterminism of 
PROLOG-like logic programs is embodied in the structure of the elements of HUe* which denote sets 
of Herbrand ground terms. Moreover, the program invertibility feature which in predicative languages 
is due to logical variables and is supported by the resolution based evaluation nile, is here embodied in 
the structure of the constant expression and in the properties of our class of retractions. For instance, 
consider the query ~--ADD(x,v,S(O)~, which corresponds to the application F A r ~ r ~ ( t l ~ ) ,  i.e. 
FAI~I3(®r~,zc,S(0.)® ). The expression FADI~(®g,g,S(0)® ) evaluates to <O,S(O).S(O)> < 
S(0"J,0_,S(0)>, and the expression Pr(2,1, FA~D(®~,g,S(0_)®)) ) evaluates to ~ 0. 

As another example, consider the Horn clause theory: 
LE(0,y) ~---. LE(S(x),S(y)) ~-- LE(x,y 2. 

We can associate to LE, the retraction Ftj E from HU~ to HU2*: 
FLE(W) = u • v where Intset(-vT, ® ~ r  ®) = u, 

(I0) S(1,S(2,Ft.v(w')) = v 
where S~-(LS~.(2,z)) = w', Intset(w,S(l,S(2, ® zt,r~ ®))) = z Now, 

we can extend the theory with the following clause which introduces the relation INTERVAL. 
(11) INTERVAL(inf, sup,x) ~ LE(inf, sup), LE(inf, x), LE(x,sup). 

(11) contains o~ie of the main appealing feature of logic programming, i.e. the declarative feature. 
From a programming point of view, this means that the language sequence control mechanism allows 
full freedom in the evaluation ordering of the language forms. This is achieved in predicative languages 
by the mechanism used in the (inferential) operational semantics, to select predicative forms in a query 
(or clause right part). Due to the commutative and associative properties, set intersection in set based 
functional prozramming has the same declarative flavour. For example, consider the retraction of 
HU3* ~ HU3~ 

- F~TERVAL(W ) = Intset(w,ul,u2,u3) 
where u 1= ®Ft.~(Pr(1,2, w)),rr®, 

u2= Pe(-f'3 2, ®FLE(Pr(1,2. Pe(13 2,w))),rc®), 
u3= Pc(3 21, ®FLE(Pr(1,2, Pe(3 21,w))),rc®) 

The computation of FI.NTERVAL(W) can proceed, in different ways in order to reduce 
Intset(w,ul,u2,u3). For instance, tlSe computauon of FINTERVAL(®S(_Q),0_,X® ) could fzrst reduce 
both: 

u2= Pc(1 3 2, ®Fr~E(Pr(1,2, Pe(1 3 2, ®S(_Q),~x®))),n®), and 
u3= Pe(3 2 1, ®FLE(Pr(1,2, Pe(3 2 I, ®SC0.),0_,rc®))),~®) 

before realizing that ul is, In any case, reduced to ~. 
In predicative languages, flat composition is the standard composition rule and moreover, suitable and 
efficient sequence control mechanisms are hard to design. That is not true here, since we have 
functional composition. The following retraction Fllbrl~rVAr. has the same union set of FINTERVAL, 
but first checks for the correct definition of the interv-~i Iff/fits-- 

FIII,,q:ERVAL(W ) = Intset(w,u2,u3) 
where u2= Pe(13 2, ®FLE(Pr(1,2, Pe(t 3 2, wl))),rc®), 

u3= Pe(3 2 t, ® F t ~ r ( t , 2 ,  Pc(3 2 1,wl))),x®) 
where wl = Intse-f(w,u I), 

ul= ®FLE(Pr(1,2, w)),X® 

The effort for controlling logic programs (and providing a direction to predicative forms, i.e. 
annotations to transform logic variables in functional variables [Bellia83, Reddy84]) is tighdy 
related to the inability to model functions in logic programming and, has been one of the motivations of 
the integration of the logic and functional programming paradigms. In our approach, which models 
predicates with retractions, retractions are a special class of functions. Our language allows to express 
general functional programmming. Functional programming on (data which denote) sets, is not really 
innovative. Sets are in fact, basic data in SETL [Shwartz75]. However, we admit infinite sets (in 
SETL only finite sets are allowed) and we do not need any nondeterministic operator to select, for 
instance, the elements of a set (as is the case for arb in SETL). 
To express the function SUM on naturals, represented by the ground Herbrand terms of HU e with 
C={0~}, we can define: 

SUM(x,y) = if #(x)=l and #(y)=l and eard(x)=l and eard(y)=l 
then i f  x=0  then y 

else  S(SUM(S,~(x),y)) 
else  o 
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SUM is defined on all the values of HU c and computes x+y for each parr of values m HUT 1 and, 
everywhere else. For instance, the expression SUM(.0_,~.(9.)) evaluates to S(0~, while the expression 
SUM(0*S(.Q), S(.Q)) evaluates to ~, because OoSf0) is such that eard(.QoS(0)~l. 0"$(0) is an 
element of HUF 1 and denotes the set of naturals {0.St0)}. 
A slightly different expression could be given in order to make SUM to compute a partial function: 

SUM(x,y) = if #(x)=l and #(y)=l and card(x)=l and eard(y)=l 
then if  x=0 then y 

else S(SUM(S$(x),y)) 
else SUM(x,y) 

SUM now computes x+y for each pair of values of HIJT l and is undefined everywhere else in HUe*. 
SUM could also be considered as a function from HUT2in HUT1, and expressed by: 

SUMI(w) = SUM(x,y) where Pr(1,1 w)=x,  Pr(2,1 w)=y 
Moreover, we can extend SUM to compute, for instance, the set {S(0).S(S(0))I, when applied to the 
cartesian product of {0_,S(0)}and {$(0)}. To express it in our language, we use Projections of 
retractions. For example 

SUM2(w) = Pr(3,1, FADD(®W,aX®)) 
defines the function SUM extended on sets. It maps a set of pairs {<x,y>} onto the set {x+y 1 
<x,y>e w }. 

We conclude by noting that the language supports relations (predicates) as a special class of functions. 
However, this class has all the nice features of logic programming. Moreover, relations and functions 

are combined by the conventional function composition mechanism. For instance, the expression 
F(x,y) = SUM2(Pr(3,1, ®FI,,~RVAL(@O,S(SfS(S(O)))),x®)) , y®) 

defines the function F which, due to ~a~estnctions on SUM2, is a mapping from HUI*X HUI* into 
HU 1 . For instance, if k is an element of HUT1, then F(h,k) computes the set resulting by adding k 
to each natural, n, which is in the set denoted by h and such that n satisfies the relation 
INTERVAL(.Q,S (S (S (S (0~'~,n_.). 

7. CONCLUSIONS.  
The main contribution of the paper is the identification of a special class of set functions, retractions, 
which perhaps is the most primitive concept which relates logic and functional programming. 
Retractions are concretely discussed in a first order functional language which has to be considered as a 
model for a family of functional languages more than another language which integrate logic and 
functional programming. 
There exist two languages [Berkl ing82,  Dar l ington85]  which share with us the use of set 
functions as the basic logic-functional integration mechanism. However, our proposal contains some 
remarkable differences. In both the above mentioned languages, a predicate is defined by a function 
which returns a "set" of tuples of Herbrand terms whose instances are all the terms of the Herbrand 
Universe of the (minimal) relation which is a valid interpretation of the predicate (in the logic theory). 
Hence, Herbrand terms are the symbolic data of the language. However, Herbrand terms are not 
completely symbolic data. In fact they contain logical variables and require some language ability to 
cope with term unification. This ability is achieved in SuperLOGLISP by a new reduction rule, 
e-reduction, which captures unification and in Darlington's language by assuming narrowing as the 
language Basic expression evaluation rule. 
This is the first point of difference with the present approach. Here, Herbrand terms are modelled by a 
special class of symbolic data, constant expressions, which do not involve (logical) variables and do 
not require unification to compute with them. All the derivations which can be obtained by e-reduction 
or by narrowing, on expressions which contain logical variables, are reformulated here as manipulation 
of symbolic data. 
A second point of difference is the mechanism used to declare functions and predicates. Both 
SuperLOGLISP and Darlington's language use Set abstractions, i.e. constructs of the form {X I C}, 
where X is a set of variables and C contains equations on Herbrand terms or invocations of predicates 
only. In our approach, predicates are a special class of functions, retractions, and are distinct from 
ordinary functions from the semantic viewpoint. There is no syntactic distinction between retractions 
and functions, and they can be freely combined through the (standard) function composition 
mechanism. This is fundamental to our approach: Retractions allow to combine logic and functional 
programming, in a pure functional programming paradigm, and treat both predicates and ordinary 
functions by the same object: a set function. A similar feature can be found in other languages 
[Dershowitz84,  Dershowitz85,  Reddy85,  Fr ibourg85] ,  where predicates are represented as 
boolean functions expressed in equational theories. However, the main difference with these 
languages is the use of special evaluation rules which combine inferences and rewritings in order to 
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treat this class of boolean functions as relations, and to interface them with ordinary function 
evaluations. In contrast, predicates and functions are distinct objects in [Berk l ing82 ,  
Darlington85, Goguen84, Subrahmanyam84,  Barbuti85], and can be combined according to 
some composition rules (through special linguistic constructs). The second approach has clear 
advantages from the language user viewpoint, since it allow the use of queries to compute with 
predicates and of (expression) evaluations to compute with functions. However, the main limitation of 
all these languages is to completely establish complexity and machine realizability of the basic language 
evaluation rules. Our language is oriented to machine architectures and its realization could be directly 
supported by the reduction machines which are currently developed for functional languages. 
In Section 4 we see that constant expressions are enough to represent all the naples of Herbrand terms. 
In the same section we see also that naples of Herbrand terms are less than constant expressions, for 

instance we see that to each tuple of Herbrand terms we can associate infinite different but equivalent 
constant expressions. This equivalence is completely but in an abstract way defined by the 
axiomatization given in Section 3.1 for ottr operators. In [Bellia86b] we show that constant 
expressions have normal form and we give a system of rewrite rules for our operators which reduce 
constant expressions to normal form. This set of rewrite rules toghether with the males for ct, 15, Y 
reduction, forms also an operational semantic for our calculns with retractions. 
The restriction to fLrSt order functions is only motivated by our belief that the mechanisms used to unify 
logic and functional programming are more easy to understand without working about higher order 
features. Morever, higher order extensions seem to be rather independent from the present treatment 
of predicates and functions. They could only require the use of higher order retractions (i.e. 
retractions as values) and some marginal extensions to our set operators. However, further work is 
needed to fully capture the nature of the higher order features in logic-functional programming 
languages. 
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APPENDIX I 
Language Syntax 
1) The language alphabet is A = {D, V~, P, V~}, where: 

- D is a denumerable set of data defi~ed ac~ordint} to the value domain HUe', defined in Section 
3.1. Moreover, it can include values for Integers, Booleans and other suitable domains (as 
directly representable data). 

- P is a (denumerable) set of primitive operators, which includes the operators < >,-, ® ®, ~, 
~, ok, c~$, In,  Pe, Pr ,  Intset ,  defined in Section 3.1, and, according to D, a-ll the 
arith-fiaeta~c and boolean operators, the conditional if then_else operator, and the following 
operators on sets: 
- The tupling operator #, which, applied to a data in HUi* , results i, i.e. the class of tupling 

of the data (Integers and Booleans have tupling 1); 
- The cardinality operator card which, applied to data in HUF results the cardinality of 

the corresponding finite set (Integers and Booleans have cardinality 1). Moreover, card is 
undefined when applied to data in HUto; 

- The equality operator, =, which results true if the arguments are the same data in HUF 
(Integer and Boolean). It results false or is undefined if the arguments are different data or 
are both in HUe0, respectively. 

- V d is a denumerable set of variables which range over D. 
- Vp is a family of denumerable sets of variables which range over the first order fi.mctions on D, 

and are indexed by the function arity. (Va and V~ are disjoint sets) 
2) The language expressions are alI the closed f o r ~ :  {EJfEeF, ch[E]={ } }, where F is the set 

of the language forms, and ch[E] is the set of variables which occur free in E. 
3) The set F of the forms is: 

- D F, set of all the data in HUF (Integer and Boolean): V F_~ DF, oh[E]={ }; 
- V d, set of all the variables on D: V Ee Vd, eh[E]={E}; 
- A~, set of all the applications of primitivffor defined functions: 

A~= { (op, E1...En) Iop,  has arity n, op,e t~V,,, Ei~ F} 
(op.., EI  ... En)~ AI~,_ ch[(op,.. E1 ...En~]= Ui~ ,,r=.~. ch[Ei] 

-Aa, set of all the k abstraction applications: 
" ~ = {  ((~.xl...xn_E) E1...En) I xia Vd, xi~xj for i#j, E,Ei~ F} 
'v"~(Lxl...xn.E) E1..'.En)e AZ, 

ch[((~.xl...xn.E) E1...En)]-4(ch[E] - {xl,...,xn}) u (Ui=l, n eh[Ei]) 
-A , set of all fixed point function applications" 

~.,,={((Yop xl'~.xn.E) EI...En) IoPn has ~ity n, opnEV p, xieVd, xi~'xj for i~j, E,Ei~ F} 
V~(Yop. x~...xn.E) E1...En)¢ AI~, 
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ch[((YoPn xl. . .xn.E) E1...En)]=(ch[E] - {xl ..... xn}) k) (ui=t,  n ch[Ei]) 

Language  Semantics.  Each form has meaning according to the semantics of the primitive operators 
and to the following reduction rules: 
re_reduction 

(Lxl...xn.E)= (Xyl . . .yn.[yl /xl  ..... yrdxn]E), where yi~yj for i~j and yi~ch[E] 
[3_ reduction 

((Xx t. . .xn.E) EI. , .En)=[E1/x 1 ..... En/xn]E 
Yseduct ion  

((Yopn xl. . .xn.E) E1...En)= ((~,xl...xn.[(YoPn xl,..xn,E)/oPn] E) E1...En) 
where: 
V EeDF,  [E'/x]E=E; 

E' if x=E 
'v' EeVcWVp,  [E'/x]E= 

E otherwise 
(opn E1...En)E AF, [ETx](oPn El. . .En)= ([E'/x]opn [ETx]E1...[ETx]En) 

"v' ((Xxl...xn.E) EI . . .En)e  ATV, -[E'/x]((Xxi...xn.E) EI. . .En)=H [E'/x]E1...[E'[x]En 
V ((YoPn xl. . .xn.E) E1...En)e A F, [E'/x]((YoPn xl.. .xn.E) EI. . .En)=H [E]x]E1...[E'/x]En 
with: (Xxl...xn.E) resp. (YoPn xl.. .xn.E) if xe {oPn, x l  ..... xn} 

H= 
(~vxl...xn. [ETx]E) resp. (YoPn xl.. .xn. [E'/x]E) if  ch[Eqn{xl  ..... xn}={ } 

Syn tac t i c  ex tens ions  
- Sequence of function declarations. As a syntactic extension, we admit the following two forms 

f l ( x ,  1 ..... xntl)=E1; ... ; fm(xlm ..... Xnmm)=Em ; E 
let f~(xl l , . . . ,xnl l)=E1; ... ; ffia(xlm ..... Xnmm)=Em in E 

which corrtspond to the expression 
[F 1/fl ] (...([Fm/f.m]E)....) 
with: (LXlX...Xnil.Ei) if Ei does not contain occurrences of fi 

Fi= 
(Yfi xli...x~aii.Ei) otherwise. 

Note that Ei can only conteans occurrences of fi itself or of functions defined before in the sequence. 
- Sequence of function applications and where expression. As a syntactic extension, we admit the 
following two forms 

E ,  E l = x l  ..... En=xn 
E where  E l = x l  ,..., En=xn 

which have the same meaning and correspond to the expression 
((Lxl.. ,xn.E) E1...En) 

A P P E N D I X  I I  
Proposition 4.1 (proof) 
We-define a function r I which satisfies the proposition. To define it we distinguish two cases: 
A) (tuples of constants and variables) Let H be the tuple Vl,...,v n where each v i is either a 0-arity 

constructor or a variable, then: 
i) if each variable in H occurs only once: 

(Vl ..... v n) = ®e 1 ..... en® 
where e- = v- if  v- is a 0-arity constructor 

1 t . t .  . 
e : = x  i fv i  is a variable 

n) otherwise (i.e. H contains mnluple occurrences of some variables): 
rl (v, ,  ,v ) = Pe(n l ,® e l,  ,em ®) 

where a- _~-1 - #tei = n 
1 " "  11 . . . .  

b- n.-. ~/ii~ el,. . . ,e_ are such that: 
1- for each 0-~lty constructor v.. 

=1 el such their: el= v i and ~m=l i i #e,~ = n!(i)-I 
2- for gach variable'v i v~hich oc~:t~onlyronce 

3 e i such that: elL- x and Y-m=l i4 #% = n!(i)-I 
3- for ~ach variable ¢v i which ocect~g It fifties (k > 1), 

let il ..... ik be its occurrences (i.e. vll . . . .  --vitand ie  {iI ..... it}) 
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B ej such that: ei= IIl(k,~ ) and ~-.,r~l~-~l #en= n!( i0-I  and 
$or qe [1, k-l],  n . r ( i i ~  = nq. ( i0+q 

B) (tuples with constructors of arity greater than 0) Let H be the tuple: 
• ,Vl,':',V/rl-1 ,Ck(h' J ..... h'k),hm+ 1 ..... h n , ,  , 

where eacn v.. is eltlaer a o-anty constructor or a variaole, men: 
1 i + i t 

Tl(vt ..... Vm-1,--Ck(h 1 ..... h k),hm+l ..... hn) = ek(m'Tl(Vl ..... Vm-l'h 1 ..... hk,hm+l ..... hn)) 

We prove that rl, as defined above, satisfies Proposition 4.1, that is: 
V a 1 ..... a n ~ HU c, a 1 ..... an~ H ¢:* <a 1 ..... an>e 1](I-I) 

(Part =:¢,) We assume a 1 ..... an~ H, l':e. 
3 ~ ,  instantiafion fu-nction of variables to ground terms, such that: H'q~ = av...,an. 

We prove by induction on the structure of the constructors__C k that: 
<a 1 ..... an>e rl(H). 

A-(tuple~ of donstant and variables, then <a 1 ..... an>e rl(H)=Pe(n!,@ eq ..... e m ®)). 
!.- obvious because of the definition of  ~ and of the cartesian product ®" ®. 
n- first note that, since a-, Pc(n!,® el,...,ern ®)e HUn* , then denotes ~ets of n-tuples. 

Furthermore, 
1- if h i is a 0-ari~constr~ctor then ~ =  hi= a i and by definition of Pe the i-th 

component oI ve(,n:,~ et,...,e m ~9) is the n0)t-th component of @el,...,era® , but 
this is h i- 

2- if  h i is a single occurrence variable then hi-~= a i and the n(i)!-th component of 
®e 1 ..... e_ ® is ~. 

3- if h~ is a ~ultiple occurrence variable then hi-~= a i and also lh.l-q)= a~; . . . . .  aa., 
if  il,...,ik are all the occurrences ofh  i m H, then the n(i).-th component of 
®e 1 ..... era® is In(k,x) and it has th~ n(il)!,...,n(ik)! components of Ge t ..... era® 
as ~ts components. 

B- (tuples with constructor of arity greater than 0) 
By the proof of A above, and assumed as inductive step, H'= h;, ,h . ,h ' . ,  ,h'-,h , ,  ,h 

t ' " * "  m - i  . t  " ' "  i r  m + l  " ' "  E l  and Xl(H) to denote the same set, the proof that: V ~ a n d  me [1,n-k+~], 
H=hl,...,hm.1, C__~(h 1 ..... h'~)'hm÷Â ..... hEl and Tl~tt) denote the same set, 

immediately foiIows f~om part B) offile definition of 1] and from the definition of the functions c k. 
(Part ~ ) W e a s s u m e  a 1 ..... aEl~ Pc(n!,® el,...,e m ® ) ,  i.e. 

v iELl ,nJ ,  z. is the n(i).-th component of ®e., ,e_® 
We prove the exastence of an Instanttatton functaon of variables to ground terms, (I), such thag 

H-~b = a 1 ..... an.  
We construct ~ .  

1- if z. is a 0-arity constructor, then by b-1 h.=a: 
• 7 .  . . " 1 l . 

2- if a i is x, then by b-2. h i IS a single occurrence variable and we makes ~(hi) = a ;  
3- if  aiy. is component of In(k,x),  then by b-3. h i+ is a multiple occurrence variable and we 

mal~es ~(hi) = a i. <> 


